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The Sega Charts» 
‘All the chart action forall the Sega systems 

in every issue of STC. 
elcome Screen PERSONALITY CAISIS! 

Hey, Boomers! Study the photo's below and you'll notice that 
Welcome to another fun-filled two Boomers are doing their very best 

lsaublot yous favauniieireads impersonations of Sega characters. One shares 
Want to find out what more than @ passing resemblance to Shorty from 
tantalising treats lie ahead, Sonic's World, while the other is striking that all- é 

then Feat ohaper Peat so-familiar cool dude pose! In your own time, you 2 HIRBYS DER TNS 
SUC UC uae decide which is which ... ae ene cannes peed la 4-@ PGA EUROPEAN TOUR GOLF 
Disaster! Thete'smoreiall cut Danny Cleal, Enfield, Middlesex. 5 -w MICRO MACHIHES 2 
action in Shinobi, not to > Sonic Badge Winner. 6 vw THE LIGH KING 
mention the conclusion to 7-4 WINTER OLYMPICS 
Sonic's World. Plus there's BW JIMMY WHITE'S WHIRLWIKD SHOOKER 
trouble brewing in STC's 9 ~w TOEJAM AND EARL 2 
complete special story 10-~ SOHIC AND KNUCKLES 
Knuckles versus The 
Cybernik. Extra Sega-sational 
surprises include a v-rooming 
good Sonic Drift Racing Pin- 
up, plus sporty Boomers will 
find the Sega Snowb jing 

feature a cool read! 
The countdown lessens for 

STC 53's 2nd birthday issue. 
Brimming with delights such 
as the brand new Sparkster 

| series, there's also the start 
of anew Knuckles story 
called Chaotix. It's all change 

prize-wise with the Gra 
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1 == GROUND ZERO TEXAS 
2 1 PITFALL 
3 -@m MICKEY MANIA 

4 ~w FIFA INTERHATIONAL SOCCER 
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Pl 
there's a chance to win an 
excellent Sonic & Knuckles 
denim jacket and Mega Drive 
games! So, don your party 
hats and get ready for STC’s 
great birthday bash next 
issue 
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Dec and Ant, otherwise known as PJ and Duncan, 
hit the slopes! 

stoppable and were 



soon cruising the snow with 
the best of them, proving 
just how easy snowboarding 

can be 
Stiltskin, the band 

behind 'that' Levi’s 

commercial guitar solo, 

ended up at the bottom of 
the slope covered in snow. 

North London lad, 
Normski, was also there to 
present a special edition of 

Channel 4’s Board Stupid. 

When Normski wasn’t riding 
the slopes with the 

professionals, he could be 

found checking out the hot 

new games on Sega’s superb 

32X, Sounds like an ideal 
way to spend some time 

chilling’ out! 

Normski 
takes 

control 
once 

again! 



BRIAN LARA 
CRICKET 

Mega Drive game type: PLATFORM 

1-4 PLAYERS 

Brian Lara 
Cricket is a game 
designed to 
appeal to the 

cricket enthusiast. 
If you're a fan:that 
participates asia 
spectator, here's 
yourichance to 

experience the game without breaking into a Sweat! Like 

Most sports sims you have a number of gameplay 

options, including new match, test series and match 
Settings - the latter allowing)you to completely 

customise the game. 
Opting forinew match, which starts a single game, is 

probably your best bet for getting usedsto the range of 
batting and bowlingymoves. Once you've picked your 

team and players you can get straight into the action. 

Your first attempts at batting,will almost certainly bela 

struggle and selecting the right Shot can be difficult. 
However, Brian Lara Cricket aims tO give you realistic 
gameplay, so this is to be expected. Once youget used 

to the controls you'll,be able to pull off all shots from 
cover drives to leg glances, 

As the bowler, you or the 
computer have five seconds to 

ist INNINGS 

place a’small black oval which [tiie +9 
5.0 Overs 

11-4San 
indicates where. the ball will 
be pitched, You have three 

types of bowler - fast, swing 
and spin - and you'll find 

going for an all-out speed 
attack costs you the element 
of surprise. Start by setting 
the fielders on automatic until J 
you have grasped the finer 
points of stopping a boundary. 

one 
eerine stares 

Once you take control, a 

star appears at the feet 
of the fielder closest to 
the ball. Picking up the 

ball is automatic, but 
chucking ittothe right | 
end is down to you. =e 

Like most sports sims, particularly those recreating 

long duration games, Brian Lara Cricket is much more 
fun played with or against a friend. As this is a game 

which offers a real-time perspective, playing solo can be 

lonely and a bit unexciting. Sound and graphics are 
pretty basic, comprising mostly of green fields, blue 

skies, white kits and polite applause. Familiarising 
yourself with the controls comes with practice, and in 
time you will pull off shots like Brian Lara himself. 

All inal, it's not a brilliant;conversion, although it's a 
nice alternativeto the more familiar soccer, golf and 

Standard sims. Foricricket non-enthusiasts it will almost 

certainly be both dull'and largely unintelligible. That 
said, asva.cricket lover | found it quitelabsorbing. | was 
glad of the battery back-up which meant | coUld.return 

tolaigame in progress, Better still, | Hadith pleasure of 
bowling Brian Lara fora 

duck at our first/encounter! = [AST FAs 

LISHER PRICE 
CODEMASTERS £39.99 
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loses his suit, make 
sure you always meet 

up with it at the end. 

Once at the very top 

series of platforms, 

head right to the 
next transporter. 

ROUND THREE: 

Using the conveyor 

belts, head to the bottom of the level. On the way, you'll 

reach a series of magnets. Climb to the very top, then 

drop down at the far right, left, left, right and right. Once 

at the very bottom, head right. 

ELECTRO MAGNETS: There are two kinds of magnet; 

one is a set of two small balls that fire 
Durham's Darling, electricity at each other, the second is a 
David Gibbon series of large balls, Both have a set 
reveals more level rhythm, so before you know it you'll be 

secrets in the able to time your jumps perfectly! 
conclusion to } Don't hang around too long otherwise 
Earthworm Jim. SPECIAL you'll get a nasty electric shock! 

7GONCLUSION ROUND CAGE (ROUND ONE): While in the 
cage a series of baddies will attack you. Get 

ready to fire at them as soon as they appear. This 

should, hopefully, get you through. 

The biggest level in the game, Level Five : ATTACKING EYES: Quickly 
consists of four rounds plus a secret Me shoot any attacking eyes. 
hidden level to find. 2 Now fire at the nearby 

f monkey to stop anymore 
Head right, jump up and hop — attacking you. 

across the Electro Magnets. While on the » 
last magnet, swing right by grabbing hold PROFESSOR MONKEY FOR 
of the hook with your whip. Continue right, A HEAD (ROUND THREE): 

then up. Hit the red and white target with / . ¥ Shoot him repeatedly and 

your whip, then head back to the start. Go = - he'll run away, for the time 
up, then right and into a round cage, Once - being at least! 
out of the cage, head right and up, using 

more Electro Magnets. On reaching the top, head right CHICKEN (ROUND THREE + FOUR): While dodging the 
and stand on a red MECUCLCUMSIC’ CAs CLUDE LRU RUC CL: aOR LC))) 

transporter which bombs on him. Repeat to win. In the next round you must 
takes you to round RUREUC CO UC TC GUICR ACLU ULI aE Be 

two! more hits will get rid of him! 

Follow the logical HIDDEN LEVEL (ROUND ONE): When you're standing 

route on the just below a black square with red dots, jump into it and 
conveyor belts. you'll be transported into a secret level entitled Who 

Each time Jim Turned Out The Lights? 



baddies! 

Keep to the 

far left all 

the way, and 

have your 
gun ready to 
shoot any 
roaming 
nasties! 

~The final round! Make your way along the 
obvious path until you reach the final boss. 

HAZARDS 
These are featured throughout round two. After 

This level is simple in theory, but difficult in practice. At you've killed some nearby bees, fire repeatedly at the 

all times, try and keep ahead of Pete the puppy. When hive until it drops. 
you see a gap, you must get behind Pete and whip him 
over to the next platform. If he falls, he’ll turn very Yellow eyes mean a plant is about 
OCCUR ISTE URCUm@ Tame to spring! Don't get too close or it'll bite your legs offt 
the level! From a distance, jump up and whip the plant's head. 

a =] THE QUEEN 
x The final boss is in two parts 

First, go up the tube. Then follow the 
logical route. When you come toa w ~—___ When you're standing 
dead end while standing on a dark . ona moving platform at the bottom 
blue platform to the far left of the 5 of the level, repeatedly jump up and 

screen, jump off the edge and fall = 2 % whip the Queen’s tail. While 
down to a lower platform. Again, = ee jumping, watch you don't land on 

follow the obvious route to end. x B any spikes! 

= Pxey Head left, jump across 
MOVING $: Explore this and onto the second moving green 
level very slowly because around platform. As you move in an anti- 
every corner you'll find either floating fish or some out of clockwise direction, fire at the Queen’s head. Repeat to 

control obstacle such as rolling barrels. Timing is vital. win (hopefully). 

Move only when you can either jump over, or walk under 
the obstacle safely. 

Do D DUODENUM: Keep as far away from the Doc as 

possible. When he jumps at you, open fire, and when he 

jumps again quickly run to the other end of the screen 
and repeat to win. 

Yes, it’s finally the last level. If you've managed to get 

here, then you deserve a big pat on the back. Buttville is 

played over two rounds:- 

ROUND ONE: If you don’t lose a few lives here, then 

you're a genius! This level sees Jim free falling down a 

sort of maze, filled with energy sapping spikes and 
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HELP! 
ANYBODY! 
HELP! 
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Dear STC, 
Will there be any more Sonic 

games released on the Game Gear and 

Mega Drive, as they're the only ones | 
like playing? 

Jamie Harrington, Brighton. 

GG/MD owner, 
Sonic Water Fun Game Winner. 

Sonic Drift Racing is 

available on the Game 
Gear, Jamie. However, 

further news on Sonic/Sonic- 
related games, is hush-hush at the 
moment! 

Amy! ‘Where's 
yer troasers?’ 

Richard Atlkinson, Gainsborough, Lincs, 
Sonic Water Fun Game Winner. 

n't work! For your 
rect Lion King c 

Simon Medhurst, Long Eaton, Nott 
GG owner. Sonic Water Fun Game Winner, 

Dear STC, 
| am a big Knuckles fan and 

was wondering if your publishers 
would consider a KTC (Knuckles The 
Comic)? 

Daniel Staples, Kent (Send in full 
address), MD owner. 

Sonic Water Fun Game Winner. 

That'll give the humes- 
who-think-they're-in- 
charge something to think 

about, Dan, In the 
meantime, the red-dreaded one 
returns next issue for the start of an 
exciting 6 part series called Chaotix! 

i (2D | 

{eo} 

(2) 



HAPPY BIRTHDAY 

TWO you! 

KNUCKLES 

RETURNS! 

SONIC & KNUCKLES 
JACKET & MD GAMES! 

a SONIC! 
4 THE FINAL DISASTER! 

STC 53 - TWO SEGA-SATIONAL YEARS! 
ON SALE SATURDAY, 27TH MAY 1995 

£1.15 

DATA STRIP 
Fill in & send to: 

Sonic The Comic, 
25/31 Tavistock Place, 

London WC1E 9SU 

WHO ARE YOU? 
ell us your name, age & address 

: AGE 

HOT-SHOTS ONLY! 

SCORE /ACHIEVEMENT 

SYSTEM:- (pleai 
vo[]xs(_] meo[ | 

GAME INTO STRIP 
What SEGA game would you like to 
see as a STC strip in the future? 

would 
s sTc 

MEGA HITS THIS ISSUE! 
List your three favourite stories 

HOW DO YOU RATE ISSUE 52 

OG. 

| 


